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MultiTV proudly marked its presence at

the NAB Show 2024 in Las Vegas, a

significant milestone in its quest to

reshape the global media landscape.

This premier event was a platform to

demonstrate advanced Video as a

Product (VaaP) capabilities, drawing

industry leaders and technology

enthusiasts globally. MultiTV's

participation highlighted its

commitment to innovation and

solidified its role as a pivotal player in

the evolution of digital media.

Insights from Networking and Technology 

The NAB Show provided fertile grounds for exploring groundbreaking technologies and

establishing valuable connections within the media and broadcast industry. MultiTV engaged

with various stakeholders, including technology partners and potential clients, sparking

discussions about the future of video streaming and content delivery. The insights gained from

these interactions are invaluable, propelling MultiTV to refine its solutions and stay ahead of

market dynamics.

Showcasing MultiTV’s Innovations  

At the heart of the showcase were MultiTV's cutting-edge solutions, designed to empower

broadcasters, content creators, and media enterprises. Engineered to deliver high-quality,

scalable, and reliable video streaming services, these solutions enable clients to provide
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exceptional viewer experiences.

MultiTV’s commitment to excellence

and innovation was evident, capturing

the attention of industry experts and

participants alike.

Highlight on OTT Streaming Solutions 

A major highlight at the NAB Show was

MultiTV’s OTT streaming solution,

designed for seamless content delivery

across various platforms. This solution

provides broadcasters and content

creators with a flexible, scalable

infrastructure to manage and

distribute content effectively, ensuring

optimal reach and viewer engagement.

It supports everything from live

broadcasting to on-demand content, tailored to meet the industry's dynamic demands.

Focus on Sports OTT Platforms  

Our participation at NAB

Show 2024 has reinforced

our position as leaders in

video VaaP and also

deepened our

understanding of the

industry's needs.”

Vikash Samota, Founder &

CEO of MultiTV

MultiTV's Sports OTT platform attracted significant interest,

showcasing its ability to deliver live sports content with low

latency and high definition. Specifically tailored for sports

broadcasters, this platform enhances fan experiences by

integrating features like instant replays and AI-generated

key moments, which are essential for engaging today’s

digital-savvy audiences.

Innovation in FAST Channels  

The introduction of FAST (Free Ad-Supported Streaming TV)

channels at the NAB Show highlighted how MultiTV

revolutionises content monetization. MultiTV’s FAST

channel solutions provide a comprehensive approach for broadcasters to launch their linear

streaming services, combining live and on-demand content to attract advertisers and engage

viewers effectively.

Advancements in AI-Generated Key Moments  

MultiTV also spotlighted its innovative AI-generated key moments technology, which automates

the identification and presentation of pivotal moments in live broadcasts. This feature is

instrumental for sports and event coverage, allowing broadcasters to highlight significant

instances instantly and enhance the overall viewer experience.

https://multitvsolution.com/creator-product.php
https://multitvsolution.com/key-moments.php
https://multitvsolution.com/key-moments.php
https://multitvsolution.com/m-fast.php
https://multitvsolution.com/m-fast.php
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Global Presence and Influence  

MultiTV boasts a formidable global

presence, with operations spanning

South Asia, the MENA region, the

Americas, and Southeast Asia. This

extensive reach has allowed MultiTV to

not only grasp diverse market

dynamics but also tailor its offerings to

meet the unique needs of different

regions, thereby enhancing its impact

on a global scale.

Vision for the Future  

With this successful exhibition at NAB

Show 2024, MultiTV continues to lead

in transforming the digital

broadcasting landscape. Its platforms,

built on the latest technology and

insights from global industry trends,

empower content creators and

distributors to maximize their digital

assets. MultiTV remains dedicated to

innovating and delivering solutions

that exceed the expectations of clients

and their audiences, ensuring a

superior viewer experience across the

board.
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